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A Meal with Jesus 2011 meals have always been important across societies and cultures a time for friends and families to
come together an important part of relationships meals are vital to our social health or as author tim chester puts it food
connects tim argues that meals are also deeply theological an important part of christian fellowship and mission he observes
that luke s gospel is full of stories of jesus at meals and these meals represent something bigger in six chapters tim shows how
they enact grace community hope mission salvation and promise moving from new testament times to today the author applies
biblical truth to challenge our contemporary understandings of hospitality he urges sacrificial giving and loving around the table
helping readers consider how meals can be about serving others and sharing the grace of christ
A Meal With Jesus 2013-04-23 family problems thrust young grace and jimmy into helping with tons of issues after they find
answers to life s questions their mom s repeat boyfriend wasn t faithful at first his kids have loads of bitterness from his divorce
grace has her own mixed feelings about him she and jimmy survive and try learn to love family members all with issues of their
own as jesus would these members include a mom who would rather think about guys at times a young sibling who tests grace
to see if there is unconditional love there and jessica an older teen who stirs things up for her own reasons is it to taunt grace or
is she hiding something also what s waiting on their vacation to cause even more turmoil readers of all ages will see how god
brings good from the most imperfect situations when we trust him grace and jimmy learn some things take years of prayer but
god gives victories too as they explore the wonderful adventure that is the christian life and discover the riches of god s great
grace
Discovering Grace 2012-02-23 life is not a sprint it s a marathon these well known words of wisdom remind us to pace ourselves
in the journey of life so we reach the finish line with no regrets pacing yourself is not as easy as it sounds life tends to take on a
pace of its own which when left unchecked will drive us toward burnout and fatigue we can easily become driven by care worry
and ambition rather than led by the holy spirit we may tend to think of burnout as a modern problem but we can see that people
in jesus day felt their own kind of spiritual and emotional fatigue why else would jesus have said these comforting words are you
tired worn out burned out on religion come to me get away with me and you ll recover your life i ll show you how to take a real
rest walk with me and work with me watch how i do it learn the unforced rhythms of grace i won t lay anything heavy or ill fitting
on you keep company with me and you ll learn to live freely and lightly matt 11 28 30 the message even though he spoke these
words more than two millennia ago jesus call to rest and peace seem tailor made to fit this generation author kerri weems had
let the pace and rhythm of her life get out of control at first the consequences were only physical but they quickly impacted her
spiritual life since then god has been teaching her to walk in time with him he is teaching her to be led rather than driven in this
book she opens up her life and shares this journey with the reader god s best for each of us is that we go the full distance of our
race and not just crawl exhausted across the finish line god wants us to enjoy the race and cross the line with our heads held
high a smile on our faces and our arms lifted in a double fist punch getting to that moment is all about learning the rhythms of
grace and pacing ourselves for the long run
Rhythms of Grace 2014-10-07 despite our professions of belief our baptisms and our membership in the church many of us
secretly wonder am i truly saved we worry that our love for jesus isn t fervent enough or isn t as fervent as someone else s we
worry that our faith isn t strong enough we struggle through the continuing presence of sin in our lives all this steals the joy of
our salvation and can lead us into a life characterized by legalism perfectionism and works righteousness the very life jesus
freed us from at the cross but greg gilbert has a message for the anxious believer be assured assured that your salvation
experience was real assured that your sins past present and future are forgiven assured that everyone stumbles assured that
jesus is not your judge but your advocate with deep compassion gilbert comforts readers encouraging them to release their guilt
shame and anxiety to rejoice in and follow hard after the one who set them free
Assured 2019-03-19 we at mtw believe that to follow jesus command to make disciples of all nations we must be grounded
trained and equipped then the lord can use us to be disciple making disciples who will be the lifeblood of church planting
movements we re also convinced that disciples are not mass produced in a program or a classroom but in community through
the disciplined application of the gospel to our hearts and relationships for that reason these studies were created to be used
under the guidance of a mentor in the context of small intimate groups of three or four people committed to each other for a
season of growth gospel and grace the first volume in the grace kingdom mission series will help participants learn to apply a
foundational understanding of the gospel of grace to their daily lives through bible studies readings discussion questions and
application exercises group members have the chance for honest self examination and opportunities to speak grace and truth
into each other s lives our prayer is that the spirit will use these lessons as a tool for life on life discipleship a vehicle for the
creation of mission communities and a catalyst for inspiring ever deepening sacrificially intensifying missional engagement both
locally and globally
Gospel and Grace 2019-01-28 grace and jimmy have allies helping them cope in their somewhat dysfunctional home but even
more struggles as they try to follow jesus share his love and that s not counting jimmy being distracted by his first crush there s
davey from one of their new dad s prior relationships his mom is very sick and their mom s general attitude causes six year old
erin to act out her frustration there s grace s battles with a very liberal christian club and attempts to share christ s love with
muslims facing sometimes stiff opposition even as one of those muslims tries to break away there s also jimmy s crush s
concerns about whether she s good enough since she doesn t look like a supermodel then their new dad s health problems and
several decisions regarding god s will for peoples lives also cause confusion through it all jimmy and grace learn what it means
to be real leaders not always having things easy or knowing the perfect solution but still trusting jesus to get them through



Heaven opened; or, A brief and plain discovery of the riches of God's covenant of grace 1836 calming the storm
healing the sick raising the dead these are just a few of the wondrous works of jesus christ yet these miracles are only a small
glimpse into his most wondrous miracle of all redeeming his children examining thirteen miracles of jesus in the gospel of luke
richard phillips traces their underlying significance straight to the cross in this exciting study phillips expounds the true meaning
and intention of these miracles and shows how each one reveals god s mighty saving grace
Discovering Grace 2: Young Leaders 2015-01-19 this new book by the grace of god i am a journey into the discovery of my true
identity is my understanding of what has been obtained for us our glorious identities purchased and created anew by our lord
jesus christ in this book i journey through the scripture identifying the original issue which necessitated the first and second
comings in order to rectify that problem move from theological fact into the wonderful reality of your true identity this book
transforms what god has accomplished with christ from being an external theological and eschatological fact into an internal life
changing reality this truth is the pearl of great price the understanding that christ has already come seems to be a hidden truth
for most similarly the realization of what he has already accomplished for us is equally very rare i truly believe that this
knowledge in this book is a priceless pearl for some reason unknown to me christianity has lost sight of the gospel they are back
in the same rut that christ desired to free the jews from you can discover the hidden treasure that jesus spoke of today who
knows the truths in this book may be exactly what you have been praying for in this book you will find the teachings of jesus and
his apostles concerning our true identity these have somehow been overlooked ignored or for some reason shunned these days
we hardly seem to hear the words of jesus and his apostles we hear a lot of men s assumptions theories and philosophy secondly
we also hear a lot of the old religion of ceremonies and signs along with a lot of we musts and we shoulds this book reveals the
doctrine of the way this was the teaching of the chief apostle jesus christ after his ascension jesus specially appointed and
anointed apostles as revealed in the holy scriptures continued this teaching some of the concepts this book sheds light on are
what is the significance of the tree of the knowledge of good and evil and the tree of life in our lives today what is the image and
likeness of god what is god s true opinion of you what does it mean to be in christ what is the new creation how to be born of the
spirit how to put on christ how to pray in the spirit i can say personally that the information in this book has been a blessing to
me moreover it also has been a blessing writing it as well this is one of those books that needs to be in every hand in every
library and every home
Mighty to Save 2001 god says in his word that he made mankind in his image that there is a reflection of god s heart character
and uniqueness within each one of us that beautiful reflection makes us wonderfully detailed and is called redemptive gifting our
redemptive gifting is our original design our hardwiring our instinctive reactions our personalized intuitiveness and so much
more you are my beloved a lovely lyrical devotional does not fully describe the gifts as that would take volumes but it addresses
one aspect of each it explores god s word to discover deeper revelations of our design as well as extending the invitation for
greater intimacy with the lord to catch his breath and then catch ours exploring our fullest identity in christ while steeping in the
truth that you are my beloved
By the Grace of God... I Am 2020-11-15 there are two fundamentally different approaches to living life in relation to god the first
approach is to jump up and down trying to impress him the second is to relate to him on the basis of grace though the first
approach makes sense at first glance since it is the way we get noticed it comes with a whole load of baggage guilt shame fear
pride the way of grace is more subtle but is the way god actually has chosen to work grace is like breathing clean air when you
are surrounded by grace you flourish graceless living is like breathing carbon monoxide you may not even realize it is killing you
spiritually until it is too late these reflections are easy to read and often entertaining but they are full of wisdom and will show
you how to live in the grace of christ day by day
"You are My Beloved" 2019-11-05 an easy to read introduction to the bible from a sovereign grace and evangelical
perspective this book demonstrates how the lord jesus christ can be found by type symbol and prophecy in every book of the
bible old testament and new don fortner is an american pastor and preacher of the gospel of jesus christ his ministry is
international with sermons books and magazine articles widely distributed
40 Days of Grace 2013-06-21 beyond failure defines success and failure according to the bible scudder examines the life of peter
to show how god uses our failures as stepping stones toward becoming more like christ practical and relevant readers can learn
how to have fulfilling joy in spite of the ups and downs of life as well as being equipped to encourage others struggling with
failure
Discovering Christ in All the Scriptures 2006-05-01 inviting readers to see jesus with new eyes this volume is ideal for
personal reflection or group study and is a unique resource for the lenten season
Discovering Grace in Grief 1994 there she was in the public square being mocked and disgraced you talk about your bad
defining moments in life this one tops them all these 5 lessons look at the life of the woman caught in adultery she was about to
receive his hand of grace but at this moment in time she doesn t know what her future holds
Beyond Failure 2001 throughout the history of christianity lesbian gay bisexual and transgender lgbt or queer people have been
condemned as unrepentant sinners who are in dire need of god s saving grace as a result of this condemnation lgbt people have
been subjected to great spiritual emotional and physical abuse and violence this issue takes on a particular urgency in light of
the ongoing harassment and bullying of lgbt young people by their classmates cheng argues that people need to be liberated
from the traditional legal model of thinking about sin and grace as a violation of divine and natural laws in which grace is
understood as the strength to refrain from violating such laws rather cheng proposes a christological model based upon the



theologies of irenaeus bonaventure and barth in which sin and grace are defined in terms of what god has done for us in jesus
christ this book serves as a useful resource for all people who struggle to make sense of the traditional christian doctrines of sin
and grace in the context of the 21st century
Finding Jesus, Discovering Self 2006 the gospels in the new testament provide us with more than information they help us
discover jesus this passionate daily devotional will bring you to the feet of jesus in wonder and worship each day you will find his
ever present love restoring the broken befriending the sinner teaching his followers healing the sick and revealing god s heart
the gospel is good news extraordinary news that must be shared with everyone on earth eternal love is waiting for you each day
as you discover the life of jesus christ
Cast the First Stone be Transformed by Grace 2020-06-30 a companion to the best selling classic the calvary road this revised
edition of we would see jesus teaches that jesus must be the center of every christian life authors roy and revel hession paint a
refreshing portrait of jesus in whom all needs of human hearts are met the two remind us that we must look no further than his
face to see god and know him as he really is dive into we would see jesus and discover god s provision for you in christ
From Sin to Amazing Grace 2012-03-01 it s no secret that we are addicted to control we work to control our time our tvs our
weight and even our faith lives we strive for efficiency and quantifiable results but all that control we soon find out is exhausting
and it is contrary to god s plan for us in chaos and grace mark galli offers readers freedom from the need for control and order
by reintroducing them to the mysterious work of the holy spirit in this insightful book galli exposes our individual mistakes and
the church s foibles and points the way to grace which as it happens usually lies through chaos and crisis through scripture he
shows us that this problem is not unique to modern believers and helps us learn from the stories of god s people through the
ages as they gave up and gave in to the transforming work of the holy spirit
Ever Present Love 2018-09-04 increase your knowledge of god s grace power and love discover and take possession of the
fifty plus eternal blessings of grace in christ that are given to every believer the moment they believe learn the meaning of such
blessings as sanctified positionally before god justified before god accepted in the beloved by god eternally uncondemned by
god made righteous before god apart from the law made a co heir with christ to all that is god s a new creation in christ adopted
into the forever family of god have possession of an eternal home in heaven and the new jerusalem are sealed by the holy spirit
for all eternity are baptized into christ by the holy spirit through simple understandable definitions of those blessings then
experience joy unspeakable and full of glory as you take god at his word and claim these gifts as your very own discover and
incorporate into your life the 200 plus commandments of christ which the holy spirit uses to conform a believer to the image of
christ and which also releases super abounding grace into the life of the believer for daily living increase your knowledge of the
work the holy spirit does in the life of an obedient believer as they allow christ to live his life through them grow in your
understanding of the work the holy spirit does in our lives that allows him to produce his fruit in our lives and through us learn
how to walk in newness of life through the holy spirit s supernatural power being released in your life when you are living in god
s will learn how to use the spiritual weapons of warfare that god has provided through applying scripture to and incorporating
scripture in your daily walk with the lord gain a deeper understanding of the holy spirit and the work he does in your life to shape
and mold your spirit to the likeness of christ learn how to apply the teachings of grace found in the book of john and the epistles
of the new testament that are meant only for believers in this age of grace gain a better understanding of how grace has
replaced the old testament law and what the ramifications are for those who place themselves under the law discover what
scripture teaches about law versus grace jesus having fulfilled the law nine of the ten commandments having been incorporated
into the commands of christ found in the teachings of grace believers being under grace and no longer under the mosaic law the
commands of christ being the rules of life for believers in this age of grace experience your faith growing through a deeper
understanding of god s grace and the power it will release into your daily walk learn one of the most important things jesus
promised every believer the holy spirit would do for them learn also the three things that jesus promised every unbeliever that
the holy spirit would do for them discover how through the blessings of grace god not only blesses each individual believer but
through the believer he desires to bless those with whom the believer comes into contact learn how to incorporate scripture into
your prayers that will release the supernatural power of god into your life and the lives of those for whom you are praying
discover and incorporate into your personal prayers the prayers recorded in scripture that are applicable during this age of grace
learn and embrace the two realities on which god has based his covenant of grace under which believers live today for anyone
who is an unbeliever jesus said in the 16th chapter of the book of john that after his death he would send the holy spirit and the
holy spirit would convict the unbelievers of their sin of unbelief of righteousness and of judgment jesus is the way the truth and
the life only by faith in him that you can be assured of comprehending the truths contained in this book believe on the lord jesus
christ as the son of god and savior of the world he will give you the holy spirit who will come into you and abide you and guide
you into truth
We Would See Jesus 2017-08-29 laura willis thought she wanted to be a priest while she was thinking it through she began
working at a tiny food pantry and as it grew to feed hundreds laura learned about her own hunger for god realizing her calling
card a bag of groceries could change lives including her own
Chaos and Grace 2011-10-01 we all face stress and tension in our daily lives we might even wonder why our god of abundant
goodness doesn t remove the everyday struggles we face jesus interactions with martha and mary in the gospel provide us the
key to understanding how god shows us his love by allowing tensions in our lives as we follow the sisters transformative journeys
through their own struggles reflecting on what transpires between scripture verses we see their initial tension become the



catalyst that drives both mary and martha to the feet of jesus the place where all discover peace grace in tension explores the
areas where stress arises in our own lives each chapter ends with a thought provoking prayer to inspire us to go to god with our
problems followed by questions for reflection to help us see all the ways he s working for our good god doesn t create any of it
but he does show up amid life s difficulties ready to lead us through no matter how big or small our struggle when we seek him
out he reveals what we need to do to resolve our tension transforming it into grace about the author claire mcgarry is the
founder of mosaic of faith a ministry for mothers of infants to school aged children to explore their faith through motherhood she
contributes regularly to catholicmom com and blogs at shiftingmyperspective com she is the author of lenten devotional with our
savior and her work has appeared in chicken soup for the soul keys for kids these days and focus on the family magazine she
lives in new hampshire with her husband and three children
Enjoying the Blessing of Grace - Obeying the Commands of Christ 2017-03-13 which activities give you energy and connect you
with god do you know what behaviors are life draining for you separating you from god simplicity is about choosing the engaging
relational life we were meant to live it means shedding obligation and pretension it means spending time energy money in ways
that help us become clear headed it means being intentional about what we do and how we live these choices allow god s power
to move through us and bless others as we have space to do good in each chapter jan johnson provides small experiments with
simplicity as well as questions for discussion or reflection to get you started come and discover the unhurried rhythms of grace
Finding God in a Bag of Groceries 2013 a taste of jesus is an in depth look at the characteristics that are meant to make up the
christian s life love joy peace patience kindness goodness faithfulness gentleness and self control bradley explains just how
radical and counter cultural these fruits are when they are grown in fullness these are the characteristics of the upside down
backwards kingdom of heaven and when we live like we re residents there we begin to give people a real taste of jesus who is
living inside of us via the holy spirit this is by no means meant to be an easy book to absorb for the fruit of the spirit constantly
butts heads with our flesh but if you feel uncomfortable maybe that s okay embrace it and see what god does jamin bradley is
ordained in the free methodist church and is the lead pastor of 1208greenwood in downtown jackson mi he and his wife jodi
have two energetic kids named beckett and jericho who love to keep them on their toes outside of pastoring and writing jamin
loves video games board games grilling entertaining guests and writing recording and playing music if you re looking for the
typical easy to read feel good christian book this is not the one a taste of jesus discusses the fruits of the spirit through a
comprehensive theological relevant thorough and experiential understanding bradley reminds us and challenges us to know and
believe that god s love is unconditional jesus example is an attainable lifestyle the holy spirit is moving and operating in his
entirety scripture is relevant and authoritative and the world although influential should never be the final word i ve known
pastor jamin for a while and what i ve read in this book is what i have personally witnessed in his day to day discipline and
ministry as you pick up this book have your bible close by and a friend with whom to read and discuss pastor steven hlatky
Grace in Tension 2021-10-01 you ve read the gospel stories about jesus you ve heard plenty of sermons about his life his
death and his resurrection and you re sure you know the story inside and out but you ve never heard it like this in a dozen
riveting vignettes richard exley sketches a revealing and intimate portrait of jesus as he was seen through the eyes of the
people he touched during his final days drawing from the canvases of scripture history and tradition exley carefully paints these
real life eyewitness accounts in colors so vivid you ll feel you re right there with them you ll see jesus changing the lives of
ordinary people more importantly you ll see how he can change you book jacket
Abundant Simplicity 2011-04-05 pastor scotty uses stories sports and bible study to teach the children at covenant kids club
about jesus and the covenant between god and man
A Taste of Jesus 2017-07-26 the singular subject theme and message of the entire bible the old testament and the new is the
person work and glory of the lord jesus christ as in creation providence and redemption so in the holy scriptures it is the purpose
of god that in all things he might have the pre eminence the book is a book all about christ it is a him book in this further work in
don fortner s discovering christ series he turns to the last book of the bible and shows how indeed it is the revelation of jesus
christ again the author s intent is not to provide a full exposition of the book but to see christ as the focus not just of this book
but of all scripture
Witness the Passion 2004 this volume is not intended to be a full exposition of the book of genesis the purpose is to set forth
as simply and clearly the grace and glory of god in christ in the opening pages of holy scripture so states don fortner in the
preface to this volume and this is precisely what he does by commenting on the principal characters to whom god revealed
himself in the book of genesis and the major events of their lives the author brings to light the presence of christ and the
evidence of god s great plan of redemption in these opening chapters of the bible but he does not leave it there concerned to
impart to the reader a greater appreciation of christ the saviour of sinners the author intersperses teaching and application with
the intention of encouraging believers to live lives of worship and committed service to christ
Discovering Jesus in Exodus 2004 do the bible s stories reveal a hidden personality disorder in the creator of the universe is he
sometimes up sometimes down exhibiting a happy go lucky forgiving attitude of grace one day but striking sinners dead the
next if you ve struggled to see how all these stories fit together to give us a consistent picture of a god who is worthy of our
worship you ll find answers here not pat answers but ones that really wrestle with the questions
Discovering Christ in Revelation 2002-01-01 experience a more intimate walk with god as you journey through this bible
from cover to cover the niv discover god s heart devotional bible will help you through tough spots such as numbers and
leviticus while giving you deeper understanding of the scriptures and connecting you with the heart of its author you ll



experience rich insights into the original contexts of scripture and god s heart will be unveiled in new ways this bible includes
312 engaging devotions to serve as your tour guide walking you through genesis to revelation in manageable portions each
devotion includes a summary section of the scripture passage an application section that reveals god s good heart and an
insight section that ties each passage into the rest of god s great story as you experience god s word through this niv devotional
bible you ll see his divine fingerprints from beginning to end even in the most unexpected places and you ll encounter a deeper
fuller picture of the jesus you thought you knew whether you are starting out on your first steps or a seasoned traveler let the
niv discover god s heart devotional bible open your eyes to god s good heart features complete text of the accurate readable
and clear new international version niv 312 engaging devotions
Discovering Christ in Genesis 2002-01-01 the lord s supper or eucharist has often been a subject of intense debate in the church
what is often lost in this debate is the significance of the relationship of the eucharist to jesus last supper with his disciples which
was a passover or passover like meal moreover the last supper connects back to various meals in jesus earthly ministry and it
looks forward to the great messianic banquet as fulfillment of jewish expectations in exploring these connections this book
focuses on the three motifs of new creation hospitality and hope in christ most significantly when we break the bread and drink
the wine or juice together we are asserting the reality of the new creation in christ affirming god s grace forgiveness and
cruciform love which is to be embodied in the christian community and anticipating the day when god s present and ongoing
work of restoration justice and reconciliation will ultimately prevail the supper then is basically a condensed summary of the
story of god s plan of redemption hesselgrave brings together biblical theological ethical and social insights in a way that
deepens our understanding of the meaning and practical significance of biblical texts related to this central ordinance of the
church
A Strange Place for Grace 2006 what is the church s mission what does it mean to participate in god s mission personally how do
mission and culture interact and conflict this book articulates various evangelical views regarding the church s mission and
provides a healthy vigorous and gracious debate on this controversial topic in a helpful counterpoints format this volume
demonstrates the unique theological frameworks doctrinal convictions and missiological conclusions that inform and distinguish
the views soteriological mission jonathan leeman participatory mission christopher wright contextual mission john franke
ecumenical political mission peter leithart each contributor answers the same key questions based on their biblical
interpretations and theological convictions what is your biblical theological framework for mission how does your definition of
mission inform your understanding of the church s mission how does the mission of god and kingdom of god relate to the
mission of the church what is the gospel how does your view on the gospel inform the mission of the church how do verbal
proclamation of the gospel discipleship corporate worship caring for the poor social justice restoring shalom developing culture
and international missions fit into the church s mission the interactive format helps readers get a clearer picture of why different
conclusions are drawn and provide a fresh starting point for discussion and debate of the church s mission the counterpoints
series presents a comparison and critique of scholarly views on topics important to christians that are both fair minded and
respectful of the biblical text each volume is a one stop reference that allows readers to evaluate the different positions on a
specific issue and form their own educated opinion
Discover, Uncover and Recover All 2014-09-09 friendship this one word can mean a hundred different things to each person
we all want friends but often struggle to develop meaningful friendships does the bible speak to and present a vision and
theology of biblical friendship is there anything unique about biblical friendship
NIV, Discover God's Heart Devotional Bible 2019-09-17 find what matters most build your life around it in an age of
distraction everyone is looking for something that gives purpose and perspective on life jesus says it s the kingdom of god but
the kingdom is not just another religious idea rather god s loving reign brings clarity and coherence to all of life identity work
play relationships justice character in a way that is profound and practical seek first brings theology to the streets giving a vision
for the kingdom that will truly change your life treat presents the message of the kingdom in a way that gives us a grander
vision for life whether in the workplace or on the basketball court chris broussard nba analyst and sports broadcaster few books
do as good a job as this one in showing us how giving up everything for christ and his kingdom is the pathway to our greatest
gain seek first is a gem scott sauls author and senior pastor christ presbyterian church with insight and passion treat reveals why
we ought to reorient our lives and reprioritize our loves practical and powerful marielle wakim editor los angeles magazine a
prophetic and urgent note to the generations a clearly written and much needed book kevin j vanhoozer professor trinity
evangelical divinity school
The Supper 2017-10-24 it is with great pleasure we offer to the christian public a new edition of pastor don fortner s classic
daily readings book grace for today since it was first published thirty eight years ago it has been a devotional companion to
many of the lord s children who have found the beauties of god s sovereign grace a blessing for daily thought and meditation it
is a privilege to begin or end our day contemplating the goodness mercy and grace of god in the lord jesus christ grace is at the
heart of every believer s relationship with god if god does not give us grace today if he should withhold his grace today if grace
should pass us by today we have no hope in this world and none for the world to come yet mercifully our triune god has revealed
his grace to sinners in love the father chose a people in eternal election to save and bring to himself these he betrothed to his
son in the covenant of peace to redeem them from death and hell having successfully secured the elect s deliverance by his own
sacrifice our blessed saviour sent his holy spirit to bring spiritual life and gather his bride by the preaching of the gospel
sovereign grace characterised pastor fortner s preaching and teaching for fifty years he never veered from declaring election



predestination particular redemption and irresistible grace wherever he ministered the clarity of his message endeared him to
the lord s people who seek constantly to know more of christ these feed on gospel truth and are nourished in mind and soul by
discovering god s sovereignty in every aspect of their christian experience we trust grace for today will continue to speak to a
new generation of believers pointing us to christ and reminding us salvation is of the lord the passing of our brother two years
ago and his entrance into the presence of his beloved jesus left a space in the lives of many friends yet we rejoice that he being
dead yet speaketh and we trust the lord will yet be pleased to speak to his church and people through these daily readings from
the pen of a good and faithful servant
Four Views on the Church's Mission 2014-09-01 in spiritual dna of the church on mission author bob burton compares the
missional foundation of the early church to human dna he argues that understanding the church s missional dna is the most
effective starting point in engaging your church members on god s mission for the sake of total gospel transformation
The Company We Keep 2019-04-09
Seek First 1892
Memoir and Remains of the Rev. Robert Murray McCheyne 2022-06-30
Grace For Today 2020-01-15
The Spiritual DNA of a Church on Mission
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